
THE ACTIONS OF HUCK IN THE ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN

In this lesson we will explore the many layers of the character Huck Finn, narrator of Mark Twain's classic novel, The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.

In Huckleberry Finn, Tom serves as a foil to Huck: imaginative, dominating, and given to wild plans taken
from the plots of adventure novels, Tom is everything that Huck is not. But as with Huck, Jim is willing to
sacrifice his life for his friends. Jim is superstitious and occasionally sentimental, but he is also intelligent,
practical, and ultimately more of an adult than anyone else in the novel. Huck has a carefree life free from
societal norms or rules, stealing watermelons and chickens and "borrowing" boats and cigars. Imperfect as he
is, Huck represents what anyone is capable of becoming: a thinking, feeling human being rather than a mere
cog in the machine of society. Suddenly, though, the two villains return, much to Huck's despair. Thirty
thousand copies of the book had been printed before the obscenity was discovered. At the end of The
Adventures of Tom Sawyer, Huck is adopted by the Widow Douglas, who sends him to school in return for
his saving her life. Jim is revealed to be a free man: Miss Watson died two months earlier and freed Jim in her
will, but Tom who already knew this chose not to reveal this information to Huck so that he could come up
with an artful rescue plan for Jim. When Huck and Jim come upon the dead man on the floating house, Jim
warns Huck not to look at the man's face. If the publication sparks good debate about how language impacts
learning or about the nature of censorship or the way in which racial slurs exercise their baneful influence,
then our mission in publishing this new edition of Twain's works will be more emphatically fulfilled. And as
his society was forbidden us by our parents the prohibition trebled and quadrupled its value, and therefore we
sought and got more of his society than any other boy's. Smith suggests that while the "dismantling of the
decadent Romanticism of the later nineteenth century was a necessary operation," Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn illustrated "previously inaccessible resources of imaginative power, but also made vernacular language,
with its new sources of pleasure and new energy, available for American prose and poetry in the twentieth
century. After this, events quickly resolve themselves. The one trait that does not fluctuate throughout the
novel is Jim's belief in Huck. These qualities are not altered during the course of the novel; instead, they are
fleshed out and prove to be positives instead of negatives. Essentially good people, the Phelpses nevertheless
hold Jim in custody and try to return him to his rightful owner. In the course of The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn he learns enough to be literate and even reads books for entertainment when there is nothing
else to do. Nevertheless, the publication in of a bowdlerized version of the novel generated debate and was
considered by many to be every bit as unacceptable as the original. In a desperate moment, Huck is forced to
hide the money in Wilks's coffin, which is abruptly buried the next morning. Learn More in these related
Britannica articles:. As he travels down the river, Huck meets many people including two men who claim to
be a duke and a dauphin, or a. Even Tom Sawyer, the St. The younger man, who is about thirty, claims to be
the usurped Duke of Bridgewater. Huck and Jim take a raft down the Mississippi River , planning to head
north on the Ohio River, in hopes of finding freedom from slavery for Jim and freedom from Pap for Huck.
For example, when Huck and Jim are on Jackson's Island, Jim observes the nervous actions of birds and
predicts that it will rain. Once he is exposed, she nevertheless allows him to leave her home without
commotion, not realizing that he is the allegedly murdered boy they have just been discussing. In one moment
in the novel, he openly brags to his teacher that he was late for school because he stopped to talk with Huck
Finn and enjoyed it, something for which he knew he would and did receive a whipping. They are often
depicted as the kindest or most clever of characters. Although Huck quickly realizes the men are frauds, he
and Jim remain at their mercy, as Huck is only a child and Jim is a runaway slave. When Huck is finally able
to get away a second time, he finds to his horror that the swindlers have sold Jim away to a family that intends
to return him to his proper owner for the reward. For example, Twain revised the opening line of Huck Finn
three times. During the journey Huck encounters a variety of characters and types in whom the book
memorably portrays almost every class living on or along the river. The treatments both of them receive are
radically different, especially with an encounter with Mrs. Although he seems derisive of education and
civilized living, Pap seems to be jealous of Huck and is infuriated that his son would try to amount to more,
and live in better conditions than he did. When asked by a Brooklyn librarian about the situation, Twain
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sardonically replied: I am greatly troubled by what you say. The teacher, John Foley, called for replacing
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn with a more modern novel.


